This fun and modern quilt uses vibrant fall colors and fun autumn prints that blend together beautifully in unique quilted blocks. So grab your partner and let’s Square Dance!

Uses Kanvas’s
Leaf into Autumn collection by Maria Kalinowski
Finished Size: 52.5” x 63”
### BLOCK 1 ASSEMBLY

1. Sew (1) A 2-3/8" HALF SQUARE TRIANGLE and (1) D 2-3/8" HST together on long sides to make an **AD SQUARE**. Square to 2". Make 16 **AD SQUARES**. Sew (2) **AD SQUARES** together, as shown.

2. Sew **AD unit** to the top of (1) C 3-1/2" square to make an **ADC UNIT**.

3. Sew (2) **AD SQUARES** and (1) A 2" square together as shown to make an **ADA UNIT**.

4. Sew **ADA UNIT** to the left side of **ADC UNIT** to complete a **CORNER UNIT**. Square to 5". Make 4.

5. Sew (1) A 2" square to the short end of (1) B 2" x 3-1/2" rectangle. Make 2. Sew (1) **CORNER UNIT** to each side of **AB UNIT**, as shown, to complete top section of the block.
6. Sew (1) D 2” square to the opposite short end of an AB unit as shown.
7. Sew (1) B 2” x 5” rectangle to the right end of (1) ABD unit.
8. Sew this unit to the bottom of block as shown.
9. Sew a corner unit to both long sides of (1) B 2” x 5” rectangle to complete the bottom section of the block. Sew to the bottom of the block section shown in Step 8. Trim Block 1 to 11” x 11”.
10. Repeat steps to make a total of 15 Block 1’s, according to the diagrams below. Note the direction of blocks as well as the direction of the fabrics in the corner units.

**Block 1 unfinished size:**
11” x 11”

**Block 2 assembly**

1. Sew (1) A 2-3/8” Half Square Triangle and (1) D 2-3/8” HST together on long sides to make an AD square. Square to 2”.
2. Sew (1) A 2” square to the right side of (1) AD square. Make 2.
3. Sew (2) ADA units together according to the diagram to make AD four patch unit. Square to 3-1/2”.
4. Sew (1) A 2” x 3-1/2” rectangle to the left side of AD four patch unit. Sew (1) A 2” x 5” rectangle to the bottom of unit as shown.
5. Sew (1) E 2” x 5” rectangle to the right of the unit in Step 15. Sew (1) E 2” x 6-1/2” rectangle to the top to complete the corner unit. Square to 6-1/2”.
6. Sew (1) A 5” x 6-1/2” rectangle to the right side of the corner unit. Sew (1) A 5” x 11” rectangle to the top to complete Block 2. Make 3.
7. Repeat steps to make a total of (15) Block 2’s, according to the diagrams below. Note the direction of the blocks.

**Block 2 unfinished size:**
11” x 11”

**QUILT ASSEMBLY**

The quilt center is made of 6 horizontal rows of 5 blocks each. Following the diagram for placement and rotation of each block, sew each row in the order stated from left to right.

Keep in mind that the cutting instructions gave enough fabric for the block color ways as shown in the quilt photo. However, it is ok to mix and match the blocks in color way order that is pleasing to you. The photo of the quilt is a guide if you want to make your quilt exactly as shown.

Sew the rows together in order from Row 1-6 with horizontal seams to complete quilt center.

**FINISHING:** Cut batting and backing 3” larger than top on all sides. Layer backing, batting and top together and baste or pin. When quilting is completed, trim excess batting and backing. Bind as usual.

*Note: If this Benartex pattern is included in a kit, any questions about the kit should be addressed to the vendor from whom you bought it.*

*Finished Quilt Size: 52.5” W x 63” L*